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Abstract—Coupled tensor approximation has recently emerged
as a promising approach for the fusion of hyperspectral and
multispectral images, reconciling state of the art performance
with strong theoretical guarantees. However, tensor-based
approaches previously proposed assume that the different
observed images are acquired under exactly the same conditions.
A recent work proposed to accommodate spectral variability
in the image fusion problem using a matrix factorization-
based formulation, but did not account for spatially-localized
variations. Moreover, it lacks theoretical guarantees and has
a high associated computational complexity. In this paper, we
consider the image fusion problem while accounting for both
spatially and spectrally localized changes in an additive model.
We first study how the general identifiability of the model is
impacted by the presence of such changes. Then, assuming
that the high-resolution image and the variation factors admit
a Tucker decomposition, two new algorithms are proposed –
one purely algebraic, and another based on an optimization
procedure. Theoretical guarantees for the exact recovery of
the high-resolution image are provided for both algorithms.
Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms
state-of-the-art methods in the presence of spectral and spatial
variations between the images, at a smaller computational cost.
Index Terms—Hyperspectral data, multispectral data, spectral
variability, super-resolution, image fusion, tensor decomposition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral (HS) cameras are able to acquire images
with very high spectral resolution. However, the fundamental
compromise between signal-to-noise ratio, spatial resolution,
and spectral resolution means that their spatial resolution is
usually low [1]. Multispectral (MS) devices, on the other
hand, are able to achieve a much higher spatial resolution
since they contain only a small number of spectral bands. An
approach that attempts to circumvent the physical limitations
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of imaging sensors consists in combining HS and MS images
(MSI) of the same scene to obtain images with high spatial and
spectral resolution, in a multimodal image fusion problem [2],
commonly referred to as hyperspectral super resolution.
Different algorithms have been proposed to solve this
problem. Early approaches were based on component
substitution or on multiresolution analysis, which attempt
to extract high-frequency spatial details from the MSI and
combine them with the HS image (HSI) [3], [4]. Subspace-
based formulations have later received a significant amount
of interest as they explore the natural representation of the
pixels in an HSI as the linear combination of a small number
of spectral signatures [2], [5], [6]. Different algorithms have
been proposed following this approach using, e.g., Bayesian
formulations [7] or sparse representations on learned
dictionaries [8], and different kinds of matrix factorization
formulations employing sparse and spatial regularizations [9],
[10], or estimating both the basis vectors and their coefficients
blindly/unsupervisedly from the images [11].
The natural representation of HSIs and MSIs as 3-
dimensional tensors has been successfully exploited for
hyperspectral unmixing, denoising [12]–[15] and super-
resolution. Superior super-resolution performance and
exact recovery guarantees have been obtained using this
formulation [16], [17].
The image fusion problem was formulated in [16] as a
coupled tensor approximation problem. Assuming that the
high resolution (HR) image admits a low-rank canonical
polyadic decomposition (CPD), the problem was solved
using an alternating optimization strategy. The recovery of the
correct HR image (HRI) was shown to be guaranteed provided
that the CPD of the MSI is identifiable, and state of the
art performance was achieved. A recent work extended this
approach by assuming the high resolution images to follow
a block term decomposition (BTD), which shows a closer
connection to the physical mixing model when compared to
the CPD [18]. A simpler approach was later proposed in [19]
by requiring only the computation of one CPD of the MSI
and a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the HSI.
A Tucker decomposition-based approach was later
considered in [17], [20]. Closed form SVD-based algorithms
were proposed for the image fusion problem, achieving results
comparable to [16] at a very small computational complexity;
exact recovery guarantees were also provided. A coupled
Tucker approximation was also considered in [21] using an
alternating optimization approach and employing a sparsity
regularization on the elements of the core tensor. Another
approach considered the CPD of non-local similar patch
tensors to explore the non-local redundancy of the image [22].
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2Most existing algorithms, however, share a common limita-
tion: they assume that the HSI and the MSI are acquired under
the same conditions. However, despite the short revisit cycles
provided by the increasing number of optical satellites orbiting
the Earth (e.g. Sentinel, Orbview, Landsat and Quickbird mis-
sions), the number of platforms carrying both HS and MS sen-
sors is still considerably limited [23], [24]. This makes com-
bining HS and MS observations acquired on board of different
satellites of great interest to obtain HRIs [25], [26]. Images
acquired at different time instants can be impacted by, e.g.,
illumination, atmospheric or seasonal changes. This may result
in significant variations between the HSI and the MSI [27],
negatively impacting traditional image fusion algorithms.
Recently, a method was proposed to combine HSIs and
MSIs accounting for seasonal spectral variability [28]. Using
a low-rank matrix formulation, the set of spectral basis vectors
of the HRIs underlying the HS and the MS observations are
allowed to be different from each other, with variations intro-
duced by a set of multiplicative scaling factors [29]. This algo-
rithm led to significant performance improvements when the
HSI and MSI are subject to spatially uniform seasonal or ac-
quisition variations. However, it does not account for spatially
localized changes commonly seen in practical scenes [27].
Moreover, the algorithm in [28] presented high computation
times and does not offer any theoretical guarantees.
In this paper, we propose a tensor-based image fusion
formulation that accounts for localized spatial and spectral
changes between the HSI and MSI. A general observation
model is considered, in which the HRI underlying the MSI
admits an additive variability term to account for changes
between the scenes. Studying the general identifiability of
this model, we show that this variability term can only be
identified in general up to its smooth structure (which is
defined according to the degradation operators). To introduce
additional a priori information and mitigate the ambiguity
associated with the proposed model, both the HRI and the
additive perturbations are assumed to have low multilinear
rank (i.e., to admit a Tucker decomposition). Two algorithms
are then proposed, one totally algebraic and another based
on an optimization procedure. Theoretical guarantees for
the exact recovery of the HRI are provided for both.
Simulation results show that the proposed optimization-based
algorithm yields superior performance at a considerably lower
computational cost when compared to [28], especially when
spatially localized variability is considered.
II. TENSORS – BACKGROUND
A. Notation and definitions
An order-3 tensor T P RN1ˆN2ˆN3 is an N1ˆN2ˆN3 array
whose elements are indexed by rT sn1,n2,n3 . Each dimension
of a tensor is called a mode. A mode-k fiber of tensor T is the
one-dimensional subset of T which is obtained by fixing all
but the k-th dimension. Similarly, a slab or slice of a tensor T
is a matrix whose elements are the two-dimensional subset of
T obtained by fixing all but two of its modes. Operator vecp¨q
represents the standard matrix column-major vectorization, or
tensor vectorization. The (left) pseudo-inverse of matrix X is
denoted by X:. We denote scalars by lowercase (x) or up-
percase (X) plain font, vectors and matrices by lowercase (x)
and uppercase (X) bold font, respectively, and order-3 tensors
by calligraphic plain font (T ) or using the blackboard Greek
alphabet (Θ). In the following, we review some useful oper-
ations of multilinear (tensor) algebra that will be used in the
rest of the manuscript (see, e.g., [30], [31] for more details).
Definition 1. The mode-k product between a tensor
T P RN1ˆN2ˆN3 and a matrix B P RMkˆNk is denoted
by U “ T ˆk B P R...Nk´1ˆMkˆNk`1..., and is evaluated
such that each mode-k fiber of T is multiplied by B,
yielding U...,nk´1,mk,nk`1,... “
řNk
i“1 T...,nk´1,i,nk`1,...Bmk,i,
mk “ 1, . . . ,Mk.
Definition 2. The full multilinear product is denoted by0T ;Bp1q,Bp2q,Bp3q8, and consists of the successive appli-
cation of mode-k products between a tensor T and matrices
Bpiq, which is represented as T ˆ1 Bp1q ˆ2 Bp2q ˆ3 Bp3q.
Definition 3. The mode-k matricization of an order-3 tensor
T P RN1ˆN2ˆN3 , denoted by Txky, arranges its mode-k fibers
to be the columns of the resulting matrix Txky P RNkˆN`Nm ,
k, `,m P t1, 2, 3u, k ‰ ` ‰ m, where the nk-th row of Txky
consists of the vectorization of the slice of T obtained by
fixing the index of the k-th mode of T as nk.
Definition 4. We define by tSVDRpXq the operator which
returns a matrix containing the R leading left singular
vectors of a matrix X .
B. Tensor decompositions
The canonical polyadic (CP) rank of an order-3 tensor
T is defined as the smallest number of rank one tensors
that must be added together to represent T [32]. The
polyadic decomposition decomposes a given rank-K tensor
T P RN1ˆN2ˆN3 as a sum of at least K outer products
of three vectors, and is called the canonical polyadic
decomposition when this decomposition contains exactly
K terms. Mathematically, the CPD of a tensor T can be
represented using the mode-k or the full multilinear product as
T “ GCP ˆ1 Bp1q ˆ2 Bp2q ˆ3 Bp3q (1)
“ 0GCP ;Bp1q,Bp2q,Bp3q8 , (2)
in which Bpiq P RNiˆK , for i P t1, 2, 3u and GCP is
a diagonal tensor satisfying rGCP sn1,n2,n3 “ λi P R for
n1 “ n2 “ n3, and otherwise equal to zero.
One striking difference between CPD for tensors and the
low-rank decomposition for the matrices lies in the identifi-
ability of the resulting factors. While the matrix factorization
is ambiguous, the CPD of higher order (P ě 3) tensors
is unique up to scaling and permutations of the estimated
factors under mild conditions on the tensor rank [32].
The Tucker decomposition [31] adds more flexibility to
the CPD by allowing the core tensor G to be full, instead of
diagonal. This allows for interactions between all the columns
of the different factor matrices. This increased amount of
freedom makes the Tucker decomposition a good candidate
for tensor approximation and compression. Considering the
factor matrices given by Bpiq P RNiˆKi , i P t1, 2, 3u, where
3each Bpiq can have a possibly different number of columns
(i.e., Ki ‰ Kj), the Tucker decomposition is given by
T “ 0GTK ;Bp1q,Bp2q,Bp3q8 , (3)
where GTK P RK1ˆK2ˆK3 is the full core tensor. Note that
giving up on the diagonality of GTK allows the rank along
each mode of the tensor to be unique. This property can be
very useful since it allows one to set a higher rank to specific
modes of the decomposition in order to adequately represent
the data diversity while still keeping the model parsimonious.
The tuple pK1,K2,K3q is called the multilinear rank of T .
Each value Ki is also equal to the rank of the mode-i unfolding
of T [30]. The matricizations and vectorization of a tensor
T following the Tucker decomposition (3) are given by [31]:
vecpT q “ pBp3q bBp2q bBp1qq vecpGTKq , (4)
Tx1y “ Bp1qGTKx1ypBp3q bBp2qqJ , (5)
Tx2y “ Bp2qGTKx2ypBp3q bBp1qqJ , (6)
Tx3y “ Bp3qGTKx3ypBp2q bBp1qqJ . (7)
Despite its advantages, the increased flexibility of the
Tucker decomposition does not come without a downside.
Uniqueness results for the Tucker decomposition are much
weaker than for the CPD, as the resulting factors can
be subjected to arbitrary invertible transformations (for a
corresponding change in the core tensor) without altering the
decomposition [32].
The Block Term Decomposition (BTD) is a more flexible
decomposition which generalizes both CPD and Tucker, and
allows us to combine benefits from both approaches [33].
Specifically, the BTD of an order-3 tensor T is defined as a
sum of rank-pK1,r,K2,r,K3,rq terms as [33]:
T “
Rÿ
r“1
0Gr;Bpr,1q,Bpr,2q,Bpr,3q8 , (8)
where Gr, Bp3,rq, Bp3,rq, and Bp3,rq, for r “ 1, . . . , R, are the
core tensors and the factors corresponding to each mode of T .
The BTD also suffers from the same non-uniqueness
problems as the Tucker decomposition. Nevertheless, by
controlling the value of R, its increased flexibility allows one
to consider different ranks for each mode of the decomposition
without necessarily increasing the size of the core tensors
or limiting the representation capability. Moreover, the BTD
also benefits from uniqueness results which, although not as
strong than those of the CPD, are still interesting for many
applications [33, Section 5].
III. PROPOSED MODEL AND ITS UNDETERMINACIES
A. The imaging model
Let an HSI with high spectral resolution and low spatial res-
olution be represented as an order-3 tensor Yh P RN1ˆN2ˆLh ,
where N1 and N2 are the spatial and Lh the spectral dimen-
sions. Similarly, an MSI with high spatial and low spectral
resolution is denoted by an order-3 tensor Ym P RM1ˆM2ˆLm ,
where M1 ą N1 and M2 ą N2 are the spatial and Lm ă Lh
the spectral dimensions. Both the HSI and the MSI are
assumed to be degraded versions of a tensor Z P RM1ˆM2ˆLh` ,
with high spectral and spatial resolutions. This degradation
process is commonly described as [16], [17], [20], [21]:
Yh “ Z ˆ1 P 1 ˆ2 P 2 ` Eh , (9)
Ym “ Z ˆ3 P 3 ` Em , (10)
where tensors Em P RM1ˆM2ˆLm and Eh P RN1ˆN2ˆLh rep-
resent additive noise, matrix P 3 P RLmˆLh contains the spec-
tral response functions (SRF) of each band of the multispectral
sensor, and matrices P 1 P RN1ˆM1 and P 2 P RN2ˆM2 repre-
sent the spatial blurring and downsampling in the hyperspectral
sensor, which we assume to be separable for each spatial
dimension as previously done in, e.g., [16], [17], [20], [21].
To make notation more convenient, we also denote the (linear)
spatial and spectral degradation operators more compactly as
P1,2pT q “ T ˆ1 P 1 ˆ2 P 2 , (11)
P3pT q “ T ˆ3 P 3 . (12)
Most previous works consider that Yh and Ym are acquired
under the same conditions, implicitly assuming that no
variability occur between the images. However, significant
changes may result from, e.g., variations in atmospheric,
illumination or seasonal conditions [27], [34], [35], motivating
the development more flexible models.
Recently, spatially uniform spectral variability has been
considered in [28]. The image fusion problem was formulated
as a matrix factorization problem, and the (multiplicative)
spectral variability as well as the spatial coefficients were
estimated from the observed images. However, this work
still did not address two fundamental problems: 1) How to
account for both spatial and spectral variability and 2) what
theoretical guarantees can be offered for the recovery of the
HRI and (possibly) of the variability factors under these more
challenging conditions.
To address these issues, we adopt a more general approach
by considering two different HRIs Zh P RM1ˆM2ˆLh` and
Zm P RM1ˆM2ˆLh` , both with high spectral and spatial resolu-
tions, underlying the observed HSI and the MSI, respectively.
This leads to the following extension of model (9)–(10):
Yh “P1,2pZhq ` Eh , (13)
Ym “P3pZmq ` Em . (14)
Both HR images Zh and Zm are related to each other as
follows:
Zh “ Z, Zm “ Z ` Ψ, (15)
where Z denotes the underlying HRI that is shared by both
modalities, and Ψ P RM1ˆM2ˆLh is an additive variability
tensor representing changes between the scenes.
Considering the variability model (15) along with (11)–
(14), we obtain the following observation model for the
acquired HSI and MSI:
Yh “P1,2pZq ` Eh , (16)
Ym “P3pZ ` Ψq ` Em. (17)
B. The image fusion problem and its undeterminacies
The image fusion problem in this case consists in
recovering Ψ and Z from the observed images Yh and Ym.
4More precisely,#
find Z P Ωz and Ψ P ΩΨ
such that equations (16)–(17) are satisfied.
(18)
where the sets Ωz Ď RM1ˆM2ˆLh and ΩΨ Ď RM1ˆM2ˆLh
denote prior information about the HRI and the variability
factor, respectively.
Since the number of unknowns is significantly greater than
the number of available data, problem (18) is severely ill-posed
and additional a priori information about the structure of Z
and Ψ must be introduced through the sets Ωz and ΩΨ in order
to obtain a stable recovery. Common information that has been
used to construct Ωz includes spatial (piecewise-) smooth-
ness [10], low matrix (spectral) rank [11], [28], low tensor
rank [16], [17], [22], and non-local spatial information [21].
The choice of prior information in Ωz and ΩΨ turns to the
question of whether assuming additional structure over the pair
pZ,Ψq makes these variables identifiable from the observations
pYh,Ymq. Recent works in HS-MS image fusion advocates
for a low-rank tensor model [16], [17], [20]. However, the
case at hand is more challenging because of the additional
variability Ψ, which makes the model more ambiguous.
In many inverse problems such as matrix or tensor factor-
ization, dictionary learning and blind deconvolution, identifia-
bility of the underlying variables often can only be defined up
to some fundamental ambiguities. Transformation groups and
equivalence classes [36] can be used to precisely define which
sets of solutions can generate each possible observations.
These ideas can be leveraged to characterize some of the
fundamental ambiguities associated with the model (16)–(17),
and to provide insights into the development of efficient algo-
rithms. First, we will show that the presence of Ψ makes the
model fundamentally ambiguous, as the content in Z cannot be
easily distinguished from that of Ψ. Afterwards, we will define
an equivalence class that characterizes the sets of images Z
and factors Ψ which are certain to result in different observed
HSI and MSI, which gives us insight into what kind of
structure from these variables can be recovered from pYh,Ymq.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the HSI and MSI are generated
following the model in (16)–(17), that the observation noise
is zero (i.e., Eh “ Em “ 0) and that Ωz “ RM1ˆM2ˆLh` and
ΩΨ “ RM1ˆM2ˆLh . Then, if either the operator P3 or the
operator P1,2 has nontrivial nullspace (e.g., if Lm ă Lh or
if N1N2 ă M1M2), then the pair pΨ,Zq cannot be uniquely
identified from the observations pYh,Ymq.
Proof. If the operator P1,2 has nontrivial nullspace, then we
can find Z , Z 1, different from one another, such that
P1,2pZq “P1,2pZ 1q , (19)
implying that Yh “ Y 1h. Now, we can always find Ψ and Ψ1
satisfying
Z ` Ψ “ Z 1 ` Ψ1, (20)
which implies that Ym “ Y 1m (i.e., the model is not identifi-
able). Similarly, if operator P3 has nontrivial nullspace, then
suppose we select Z “ Z 1. This makes Yh “ Y 1h. Then, we
can select Ψ and Ψ1, distinct from one another, satisfying
P3pΨq ´P3pΨ1q “ 0 , (21)
where 0 is the tensor of zeros. Since Z “ Z 1, this leads to:
P3pZq “P3pZ 1q
“P3pZ 1q `P3pΨq ´P3pΨ1q , (22)
which also implies that Ym “ Y 1m (i.e., the model is not
identifiable).
The results in Theorem 1 can be made more clear by
representing operators P1,2 and P3 in matrix form asrP 1,2 P RN1N2LhˆM1M2Lh and rP 3 P RM1M2LmˆM1M2Lh ,
respectively. In the noiseless case, this allows us to write
model (16)–(17) equivalently as„
vecpYhq
vecpYmq

“
«rP 1,2 0rP 3 rP 3
ff
loooooomoooooon
A
„
vecpZq
vecpΨq

. (23)
Due to the special structure of matrix A, we have that
rankpAq “ rankprP 1,2q`rankprP 3q ď 2M1M2Lh. Therefore,
if either rP 1,2 or rP 3 has nontrivial nullspace (i.e., rank smaller
than M1M2Lh), equation (23) cannot be inverted.
Intuitively, this shows that variations in Ψ that occur in
the nullspace of operators P1,2 and P3 are not reflected in
the corresponding observations pYh,Ymq in such a way that
they can be differentiated from possible changes in Z . More
generally, changes of Ψ and Z that occur in the nullspace of
matrix A do not affect pYh,Ymq. This notion can be further
extended by noting that changes occurring in the column
space of A will certainly lead to different observations, which
is made precise in the following result.
Theorem 2. Denote by A : pZ,Ψq ÞÑ pYh,Ymq the operator
which describes the degradation process in equations (16)–
(17) (represented in matrix form as A in (23)). Define the
equivalence relation „z,ψ based on operator A as follows:
pZ,Ψq „z,ψ pZ 1,Ψ1q ðñ A pZ,Ψq ´A pZ 1,Ψ1q “ 0 (24)
and its associated equivalence class (EC) rpZ,Ψqs„Z,Ψ as
rpZ,Ψqs„Z,Ψ “
 X P RM1ˆM2ˆLh : X „z,ψ pZ,Ψq(. (25)
Suppose that the observation noise is zero (i.e., Eh “ Em “ 0)
and that Ωz “ RM1ˆM2ˆLh` and ΩΨ “ RM1ˆM2ˆLh . Then,
given a set of HSI and MSI observations pYh,Ymq there
is only one (unique) equivalence class rpZ0,Ψ0qs„Z,Ψ
containing HR images and scaling factors pZ,Ψq that can
generate pYh,Ymq according to model (16)–(17). In other
words, pZ,Ψq can be identified uniquely up to rpZ0,Ψ0qs„Z,Ψ .
Proof. Note that since there is no additive noise, A is a
linear operator and, thus, satisfies the following relation:
A pZ,Ψq ´A pZ 1,Ψ1q “ A pZ ´ Z 1,Ψ´ Ψ1q . (26)
By inspecting the definition of the equivalence relation in (24),
it can be seen that the equivalence class in (25) is characterized
by the kernel of the operator A , and can also be written as:
rpZ,Ψqs„Z,Ψ “
 pZ,Ψq ` X : X P kerpA q(. (27)
Now, suppose that we have two sets of HR images
and variability factors belonging to different ECs, i.e.,
5pZ,Ψq P rpZ0,Ψ0qs„Z,Ψ , pZ 1,Ψ1q P rpZ 10,Ψ10qs„Z,Ψ ,
with rpZ0,Ψ0qs„Z,Ψ ‰ rpZ 10,Ψ10qs„Z,Ψ . Comparing the
observations pYh,Ymq and pY 1h,Y 1mq generated by elements
of each equivalency class, we have:
pYh,Ymq “ A ppZ,Ψq ` X q
‰ A ppZ 1,Ψ1q ` X 1q “ pY 1h,Y 1mq , (28)
for all X ,X 1 P kerpA q. Thus, elements selected from
different equivalency classes will always lead to different
observations, ensuring that the EC is identifiable.
Theorem 2 allows us to characterize the ambiguities in the
model. However, it is important to consider the characteristics
of kerpA q in our problem to better understand the recoverabil-
ity of the variability factor Ψ. Let us consider the model in (23),
and two sets of variables pZ,Ψq „z,ψ pZ 1,Ψ1q, belonging to
the same EC. It can be seen that to generate the same observa-
tions, the HR images need to satisfy Z´Z 1 P kerpP1,2q, while
the variability factors have to satisfyP3pZ´Z 1q “ ´P3pΨ´
Ψ1q. Therefore, the general form of the difference between the
variability factors inside each equivalence class is of the form:
Ψ´ Ψ1 “ ´ Z ´ Z 1loomoon
PkerpP1,2q
` Xlomon
PkerpP3q
. (29)
The set of all possible Ψ ´ Ψ1 satisfying (29) is the sum of
kerpP3q and kerpP1,2q, which is given by kerpP3 ˝P1,2q.
We can readily see that Ψ cannot be recovered from the
observations, only the spectrally degraded variability factors
P3pΨq can be uniquely recovered (which comes “for
free” with the recovery of Z since it can be computed as
P3pΨq “ Ym´P3pZq). This makes it sufficient to study the
capability of an algorithm to recover Z in our model. Since
the matrices P i, i P t1, 2, 3u are essentially low-pass filtering
and downsampling operators, their nullspaces intuitively
encode high-frequency information along each tensor mode.
Thus, only the smooth structure of Ψ can be identified
uniquely from observations pYh,Ymq, since otherwise we
cannot separate the effects of Ψ from Z .
We also note that each EC in (25), which contains all
factors Ψ whose difference lies in the nullspace of the
combined operator P1,2 ˝ P3, is strictly larger than if we
considered changes that occur in the nullspace of each of
these operators individually (i.e., P1,2 and P3).
Theorem 2 guarantees that tensors belonging to different
ECs will result in different observations, which is the minimal
requirement for having identifiable Z and P3pΨq. However,
the coresponding inverse problem still remains ill-posed as the
number of unknows is greater than the number of available
data. Thus, stronger identifiability conditions cannot be
obtained unless we provide stricter a priori characterizations
of the sets Ωz and ΩΨ.
C. A Low-Multilinear-Rank Model
One possible condition that can be imposed on the structures
of both ΩΨ and Ωz is the low-rank tensor model. This kind
of structure makes it possible to obtain identifiability and
exact recovery guarantees for problem (18), where spatial and
spectral variabilities are present. Moreover, it also makes the
problem well-posed and easier to solve since the number of
unknowns becomes smaller than the amount of available data.
Suppose that Z and Ψ have multilinear ranks
pKZ,1,KZ,2,KZ,3q and pKΨ,1,KΨ,2,KΨ,3q, respectively.
This means that they can be represented as
Z “ 0GZ ;BpZ,1q,BpZ,2q,BpZ,3q8 , (30)
Ψ “ 0GΨ;BpΨ,1q,BpΨ,2q,BpΨ,3q8 , (31)
where BpZ,iq P RMiˆKZ,i , BpΨ,iq P RMiˆKΨ,i , i P t1, 2u,
BpZ,3q P RLhˆKZ,3 , BpΨ,3q P RLhˆKΨ,3 are the factor
matrices and GZ P RKZ,1ˆKZ,2ˆKZ,3 , GΨ P RKΨ,1ˆKΨ,2ˆKΨ,3
are the core tensors.
Our objective is to study the identifiability and exact
recovery of these variables given the observation model
in (16)–(17). Using this model, the noiseless case of the
degradation model (16)–(17) can be written as
Yh “
0GZ ;P 1BpZ,1q,P 2BpZ,2q,BpZ,3q8 , (32)
Ym “
0GZ ;BpZ,1q,BpZ,2q,P 3BpZ,3q8
` 0GΨ;BpΨ,1q,BpΨ,2q,P 3BpΨ,3q8 . (33)
Note that we can represent the multispectral image model
in (33) equivalently using a standard Tucker model as:
Ym “
0Cm;Cm,1,Cm,2,P 3Cm,38 , (34)
where Cm,i, i P t1, 2, 3u and Cm are the factor matrices and
the core tensor of the MSI, which satisfy:
Cm “ GZ ‘ GΨ , (35)
Cm,i “
“
BpZ,iqBpΨ,iq
‰
, i P t1, 2, 3u , (36)
and ‘ is a binary operator that returns the block-diagonal
tensor whose blocks are the operands.
IV. AN ALGEBRAIC ALGORITHM
Considering the model in Section III-C, the image fusion
problem consists in estimating the factors and core tensor
GZ , BpZ,iq, i P t1, 2, 3u. However, if the values composing
the multilinear rank of Z are sufficiently low, those variables
can be computed by solving the following coupled system of
equations:$’’’&’’’%
Yh “
0GZ ;Ch,1,Ch,2,BpZ,3q8
Ym “
0Cm;Cm,1,Cm,2,P 3Cm,38
Ch,i “ P iBpZ,iq, i P t1, 2u
Cm,i “
“
BpZ,iq,BpΨ,iq
‰
, i P t1, 2, 3u
, (37)
where Ch,i, i P t1, 2u denote the spatial factor matrices of
the HSI, and the HRI is obtained from the solution of (37)
as Z “ vGZ ;BpZ,1q,BpZ,2q,BpZ,3qw.
If we suppose that KZ,i`KΨ,i ď Ni, i P t1, 2u, (37) can be
solved using an efficient, algebraic approach detailed in Algo-
rithm 1, which we call CT-STAR (Coupled Tucker decompo-
sitions for hyperspectral Super-resoluTion with vARiability).
It is important to note that CT-STAR does not use the block
diagonal structure of the core tensor of the MSI (described
in (35)). The following theorem gives a constructive proof of
exact recovery conditions from which Algorithm 1 is derived.
Theorem 3. Suppose that the HRI Z and the variability
tensor Ψ have multilinear ranks pKZ,1,KZ,2,KZ,3q and
6Algorithm 1: Algebraic image fusion method (CT-STAR)
Input : Images Yh, Ym ranks KZ,i, KΨ,i, i P t1, 2, 3u
Output: HRI pZ , spectrally degraded variability factors P3ppΨq
1 Check if KZ,i `KΨ,i ď Ni, i P t1, 2u ;
2 Compute pCh,3 “ tSVDKZ,3 pYhx3yq ;
3 Compute pCm,i “ tSVDKZ,i`KΨ,i pYmxiyq for i P t1, 2u ;
4 Compute rQi, for i P t1, 2u, as rQi “ `P i pCm,i˘: tSVDKZ,i pYhxiyq;
5 Compute rCm,i “ pCm,i rQi, for i P t1, 2u ;
6 Compute pGZ
by solving p pCh,3 b P 2 rCm,2 b P 1 rCm,1q vecpGZq “ vecpYhq;
7 Compute pZ “ v pGZ ; rCm,1, rCm,2, pCh,3w ;
8 Compute P3ppΨq “ Ym ´ pZ ˆ3 P 3 ;
pKΨ,1,KΨ,2,KΨ,3q, respectively, that Yh and Yh admit
Tucker decompositions as denoted in (37), that the observation
noise is zero (i.e. Eh “ 0, Em “ 0), and that
rankpP iBpZ,iqq “ KZ,i , i P t1, 2u (38)
rankpP iBpΨ,iqq ď KΨ,i , i P t1, 2u (39)
rankpYhxiyq “ KZ,i , i P t1, 2, 3u (40)
rankpYmxiyq “ KZ,i `KΨ,i ď Ni , i P t1, 2u (41)
Then, if all columns in P iBpZ,iq are linearly independent
from those in P iBpΨ,iq, for i P t1, 2u, Algorithm 1 exactly
recovers Z from the observations.
Proof. Let us compute matrices pCm,i, i P t1, 2u, and pCh,i,
i P t1, 2, 3u as the left-singular vectors associated with the
non-zero singular values of Ymxiy, i P t1, 2u and Yhxiy, i P
t1, 2, 3u, respectively. Then, due to (40)–(41) and to the non-
uniqueness of matrix decomposition, these matrices satisfy:pCh,i “ P iBpZ,iqQh,i, i P t1, 2u (42)pCh,3 “ BpZ,3qQh,3 (43)pCm,i “ Cm,iQm,i, i P t1, 2u (44)
for invertible matrices Qh,i P RKZ,iˆKZ,i , i P t1, 2, 3u and
Qm,i P RpKZ,i`KΨ,iqˆpKZ,i`KΨ,iq, i P t1, 2u.
Now, the main problem caused by the presence of
variability is that matrices Qm,1 and Qm,2 preclude us from
distinguishing the factors BpZ,1q and BpZ,2q, associated
with Z , from BpΨ,1q and BpΨ,2q, associated with Ψ, using
only information available in the MSI. These two become
mixed in the spatial factors pCm,i. Nonetheless, consider
the relationship between spatial degradation of the factors
estimated from the MSI and the spatial factors of the HSI:
P i pCm,i “ P iCm,iQm,i (45)
“ “P iBpZ,iq, P iBpΨ,iq‰Qm,i . (46)
Now, let us compute matrices rQi P RpKZ,i`KΨ,iqˆKZ,i ,
i P t1, 2u such that pCh,i “ P i pCm,i rQi . (47)
By partitioning the following matrix product as
Qm,i
rQi “ rQJZ,i,QJΨ,isJ, (47) can be represented aspCh,i “ P iBpZ,iqQh,i
“ P iBpZ,iqQZ,i ` P iBpΨ,iqQΨ,i . (48)
Since all columns in P iBpZ,iq are linearly independent
from those in P iBpΨ,iq, equality (47) will be satisfied if
and only if the result of the product pCm,i rQi (i.e., the right
hand side of (48)) does not contain any nontrivial linear
combination of the columns of P iBpΨ,iq. Thus, QΨ,i “ 0
and QZ,i “ Qh,i due to (38) and (40). This allows us to
“separate” the variability and image factors asrCm,i “ pCm,i rQi
“ BpZ,iqQh,i , (49)
for i P t1, 2u. Now, consider the vectorization of the HSI as:
ppCh,3 b P 2 rCm,2 b P 1 rCm,1q vecpGZq “ vecpYhq (50)
since the matrix in the l.h.s. has full column rank, pGZ can
be uniquely recovered from this equation, and will satisfypGZ “ GZˆ1Q´1h,1ˆ2Q´1h,2ˆ3Q´1h,3. The HRI and the spectrally
degraded scaling factors are then finally recovered as:pZ “ vpGZ ; rCm,1, rCm,2, pCh,3w
“ vGZ ;BpZ,1q,BpZ,2q,BpZ,3qw “ Z
(51)
and {Ψˆ3 P 3 “ Ym ´ pZ ˆ3 P 3 , (52)
which completes the proof.
Note that although CT-STAR cannot forego knowledge of
the spatial degradation operators P 1 and P 2, the spectral
degradation operation P 3 is only used in (52), and is not
necessary if we only want to recover pZ . This makes it possible
to obtain an algorithm “blind” in the spectral dimension,
similarly to the spatially blind methods proposed in [16], [17].
The CT-STAR algorithm is fast, but only works for the
cases where the ranks of the spatial modes of Z are smaller
than the dimensions of the HSI, which is quite restrictive.
Moreover, both Algorithm 1 and Theorem 3, in considering
model (37), made no assumptions about the (block diagonal)
structure of the core tensor of the MSI. Although this led to
more freedom from a modeling perspective, the recoverability
conditions turned out to be restrictive.
V. AN OPTIMIZATION-BASED ALGORITHM
In this section, we pursue a different approach. Assume
that model (32)–(33) holds and that the values forming the
multilinear ranks of both Z and Ψ are sufficiently low so that
Ym admits a block term decomposition (BTD) in the noiseless
case [33]. We can then use uniqueness results thereof to guar-
antee the identifiability of Z under less restrictive conditions.
Let us consider the image fusion problem as the solution
to the following optimization problem:
min
Θ
JpΘq fi
›››Yh ´ 0GZ ;P 1BpZ,1q,P 2BpZ,2q,BpZ,3q8›››2
F
`
››››Ym ´ ÿ
ιPtZ,Ψu
0Gι;Bpι,1q,Bpι,2q,P 3Bpι,3q8››››2
F
(53)
where Θ “ tGι,Bpι,iq : ι P tZ,Ψu, i P t1, 2, 3uu.
A. Optimization
In order to minimize the cost function in (53), we consider
a block coordinate descent strategy (as in, e.g., [37]), which
7Algorithm 2: Optimization-based image fusion (CB-STAR)
Input : Images Yh, Ym ranks KZ,i, KΨ,i, i P t1, 2, 3u
Output: HRI pZ , spectrally degraded variability factors P3ppΨq
1 Initialize Θp0q according to Section V-A4;
2 while Stopping criteria is not satisfied do
3 Minimize JpGZ |ΘpiqztGZuq w.r.t. GZ ;
4 Minimize JpBpZ,1q|ΘpiqztBpZ,1quq w.r.t. BpZ,1q;
5 Minimize JpBpZ,2q|ΘpiqztBpZ,2quq w.r.t. BpZ,2q;
6 Minimize JpBpZ,3q|ΘpiqztBpZ,3quq w.r.t. BpZ,3q;
7 Compute BpΨ,1q, BpΨ,2q, P 3BpΨ,3q and GΨ by solving
(64) using the high-order SVD with rank pKΨ,1,KΨ,2,KΨ,3q;
8 iÐ i` 1 ;
9 end
10 Compute pZ “ v pGZ ; pBpZ,1q, pBpZ,2q, pBpZ,3qw ;
11 Compute P3ppΨq “ Ym ´ pZ ˆ3 P 3 ;
successively minimizes J with respect to each of the variables
in Θ while keeping the remaining ones fixed. Let us denote
by J
`
X |ΘztXu
˘
the cost function J in which all variables
but X are fixed.
Note that we apply the QR factorization after computing
each of the factor matrices Bpι,jq to constrain them to
be unitary at all the iterations, as performed in [37]. This
normalization prevents convergence issues by avoiding
under/over-flow and keeping these matrices well-conditioned.
The optimization procedure is detailed in Algorithm 2,
which we call CB-STAR (Coupled Block term decompositions
for hyperspectral Super-resoluTion with vARiability).
1) Optimizing w.r.t. BpZ,iq, i P t1, 2, 3u: To save space,
we present only the case where i “ 1. The extension to
i P t2, 3u is straightforward. Note that the cost function
J
`
BpZ,1q |ΘztBpZ,1qu
˘
can be equivalently reformulated
using the mode-1 matricization as
J
`
BpZ,1q |ΘztBpZ,1qu
˘ “ ››YhJx1y ´X2BJpZ,1qPJ1 ››2F
` ››YmJx1y ´X3 ´X1BJpZ,1q››2F , (54)
where matrices X1, X2 and X3 are given by
X1 “
`
BpZ,3q b P 3BpZ,2q
˘GZJx1y , (55)
X2 “
`
P 2BpZ,3q bBpZ,2q
˘GZJx1y , (56)
X3 “
`
P 3BpΨ,3q bBpΨ,2q
˘GΨJx1yBJpΨ,1q . (57)
Computing the derivative of (54) and setting it equal to
zero results in the following expression:
XJ1X1B
J
pZ,1q `XJ2X2BJpZ,1qPJ1 P 1
“XJ1 pYmJx1y ´X3q `XJ2 YhJx1yP 1 .
(58)
This is a Sylvester equation that can be directly solved using
existing software with, e.g., the Hessenberg-Schur or the
Bartels-Stewart algorithms (see [38] and references therein).
2) Optimizing w.r.t. GZ: The cost function J
`GZ |ΘztGZu˘
can be equivalently reformulated using the tensor vectorization
as
J
`GZ |ΘztGZu˘ “ ›› vecpYhq ´X2 gZ ››2F
` ›› vecpYmq ´ x3 ´X1 gZ ››2F , (59)
where gZ “ vecpGZq is the vectorization of the core tensor,
and X1, X2 and x3 are given by
X1 “
`
P 3BpZ,3q bBpZ,2q bBpZ,1q
˘
, (60)
X2 “
`
BpZ,3q b P 2BpZ,2q b P 1BpZ,1q
˘
, (61)
x3 “
`
P 3BpΨ,3q bBpΨ,2q bBpΨ,1q
˘
vecpGΨq . (62)
The solution that minimizes (59) can be computed through
the normal equations, which can be written as
pXJ1X1 `XJ2X2qgZ “XJ1 pvecpYmq ´ x3q
`XJ2 vecpYhq . (63)
As shown in [17], this set of equations can be alternatively
interpreted as a generalized Sylvester equation, for which
efficient solvers can be used.
3) Optimizing w.r.t. GΨ and BpΨ,iq, i P t1, 2, 3u: This
optimization problem can be written equivalently as
min
GΨ,BpΨ,iq,X2
››X1 ´ 0GΨ;BpΨ,1q,BpΨ,2q,X28››2 , (64)
where X1 “ Ym ´ vGZ ;BpZ,1q,BpZ,2q,P 3BpZ,3qw and
X2 “ P 3BpΨ,3q. This problem can be solved by computing
the high-order SVD of X1 with rank pKΨ,1,KΨ,2,KΨ,3q [39].
Note that problem (64) only returns X2 “ P 3BpΨ,3q instead
of BpΨ,3q. This is not a problem since the variations of
BpΨ,3q in the nullspace of P 3 are not identifiable.
4) Initialization: Since this optimization problem is
non-convex, the choice of initialization can have a significant
impact on the performance of the algorithm. This can be
particularly prominent in this algorithm since the model
considered in (16)–(17) allows for a significant amount of
ambiguity. Fortunately, for practical scenes, we can consider a
simple strategy to provide a reasonably accurate initial guess.
In the noiseless case, the following relation is satisfied:
P1,2pYmq “P1,2
`
P3pZ ` Ψq
˘
(65)
“P3pYhq `P1,2
`
P3pΨq
˘
.
Thus, we can obtain a spatially and spectrally degraded
version of Ψ directly from the HSI and MSI simply as:rΨ “P1,2pYmq ´P3pYhq
“P1,2
`
P3pΨq
˘
. (66)
Then, if Ψ is smooth, we can spatially upscale rΨ using some
form of interpolation (e.g., bicubic), leading to P3pΨp0qq.
Finally, we can use the Tucker decomposition of P3pΨp0qq
to initialize GΨ, BpΨ,iq, i P t1, 2, 3u. We call this the
interpolation initialization.
Another option is to try to invert (66) using the
pseudoinverse of operatorP1,2, which can be computed using
properties of the tensor vectorization and Kronecker product:`
P1,2
˘: “ p¨q ˆ1 P :1 ˆ2 P :2 , (67)
where X: denotes the pseudoinverse of X . the initialization
can be then computed as P3pΨp0qq “ rΨ ˆ1 P :1 ˆ2 P :2. We
call this the pseudoinverse initialization.
The initialization of BpZ,iq, i P t1, 2, 3u can then be
performed as BpZ,3q “ tSVDKZ,3pYhx3yq and BpZ,iq “
tSVDKZ,ipXxiyq for i P t1, 2u, where X “ Ym ´P3pΨp0qq.
8B. Exact Recovery
Suppose that KZ,i “ KΨ,i, i P t1, 2, 3u, without loss
of generality, so that the MSI follows a standard BTD
as considered in [33]. Then we have the following result
regarding the identifiability of the proposed algorithm.
Theorem 4. Suppose that Ki ” KZ,i “ KΨ,i, i P t1, 2, 3u,
that the observations are noise free (i.e., Eh “ 0, Em “ 0),
that tGι,Bpι,iq : ι P tZ,Ψu, i P t1, 2, 3uu are drawn from
some joint absolutely continuous distribution, and that the
following conditions on the dimensions hold:
M1 ě 2K1 and M2 ě 2K2 (68)
KZ,3 ď min
 
N1N2, KZ,1KZ,2
(
(69)
and either one of the following:$’&’%
#
K3 ą K1 `K2 ´ 2 , or
|K1 ´K2| ą K3 ´ 2 ,
and Lm ě 2K3
(70)
or
K1 “ K2 , K3 ě 3 and K3 ă Lm , (71)
is satisfied. Then, the solution to optimization problem (53)
satisfies pZ “ Z almost surely.
Proof. Since there is no additive noise, the optimal solution
to optimization problem (53) will necessarily make both
terms in the cost function equal to zero. This implies that
Yh “ vpGZ ;P 1 pBpZ,1q,P 2 pBpZ,2q, pBpZ,3qw , (72)
Ym “
ÿ
ιPtZ,Ψu
vpGι; pBpι,1q, pBpι,2q,P 3 pBpι,3qw , (73)
where tpGι, pBpι,iq : ι P tZ,Ψu, i P t1, 2, 3uu denotes a
solution to (53).
Since the dimension conditions (68) and either (70) or (71)
are satisfied and the core tensor and factor matrices are
drawn from joint absolutely continuous distributions, the
BTD decomposition of the MSI in (73) is essentially unique
according to Theorems 5.1 and 5.5 in [33]. This means that
the following conditions are satisfied:pBpZ,iq “ Bpι1,iqQι1,i, i P t1, 2u (74)pBpΨ,iq “ Bpι2,iqQι2,i, i P t1, 2u (75)
P 3 pBpZ,3q “ P 3Bpι1,3qQι1,3 (76)
P 3 pBpΨ,3q “ P 3Bpι2,3qQι2,3 (77)pGZ “ Gι1 ˆ1 Q´1ι1,1 ˆ2 Q´1ι1,2 ˆ3 Q´1ι1,3 (78)pGΨ “ Gι2 ˆ1 Q´1ι2,1 ˆ2 Q´1ι2,2 ˆ3 Q´1ι2,3 (79)
where the indexes ι1 and ι2 represent the possible permutations
of the BTD terms, and thus can be either pι1, ι2q “ pZ,Ψq
or pι1, ι2q “ pΨ, Zq, and QZ,i, QΨ,i, i P t1, 2, 3u are
invertible matrices of appropriate size, which account for
other ambiguities of the model.
Let us consider the degraded mode-3 unfolding of the HSI:
P 3Yhx3y “ P 3 pBpZ,3q pGZx3y`P 2 pBpZ,2q b P 1 pBpZ,1q˘JlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooonpX
“ P 3BpZ,3q GZx3y
`
P 2BpZ,2q b P 1BpZ,1q
˘Jlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
X
,
where pX and X are generically full row rank by the
assumption (69) on the ranks and on the dimensions.
Therefore, we have
span
`
P 3 pBpZ,3q˘ “ span `P 3BpZ,3q˘ . (80)
However, since K3 ă Lm and due to the distributional
assumptions on the factor matrices, we have that, generically,
matrices P 3BpZ,3q and P 3BpΨ,3q both have rank K3, and
matrix
“
P 3BpZ,3q P 3BpΨ,3q
‰
is full column rank (i.e., it has
rank greater than K3). Therefore, the subspaces spanned by
P 3BpZ,3q and P 3BpΨ,3q are different, and it is not possible to
have P 3BpZ,3q “ P 3BpΨ,3qS, for any matrix S. Thus, (80)
implies that the equation P 3 pBpZ,3q “ P 3BpΨ,3qQΨ,3 is not
possible (i.e., it cannot be satisfied for any matrix QΨ,3).
This ensures, due to (76) (and to the essential uniqueness
of the MSI BTD), that we must have ι1 “ Z in (74), (76)
and (78), (i.e., the factor matrices related to Ψ can not fit the
HSI), which shows that the correct permutation of the BTD
terms is selected.
Finally, since pX is generically full row rank, (or since Yhx3y
has rank K3), we have that pBpZ,3q “ BpZ,3qS for some S,
and (76) ensures that S “ QZ,3. This means that pBpZ,3q “
BpZ,3qQZ,3 (almost surely), and, using (74) and (78) and
ι1 “ Z, the reconstructed image consequently satisfiespZ “ 0 pGZ ; pBpZ,1q, pBpZ,2q, pBpZ,3q8
“ 0GZ ;BpZ,1q,BpZ,2q,BpZ,3q8 “ Z, (81)
(almost surely), which concludes the proof.
By taking the block diagonal structure of Cm into
account, Theorem 4 obtains generally less restrictive recovery
conditions. Comparing theorems 3 and 4, we can see that:
1) conditions (40) and (69) are equivalent; 2) the conditions
for the spectral ranks are not directly comparable but are
similarly restrictive for both theorems; and, most notably, 3)
The constraint (41) on spatial ranks is much more restrictive
when compared to the one in (68), required by Theorem 4.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed approach
is illustrated through numerical experiments considering
both synthetic and real data containing spatial and spectral
variability. All simulations were coded in MATLAB and run
on a desktop with a 4.2 GHz Intel Core i7 and 16GB RAM.
A. Experimental Setup
We compared CT-STAR and CB-STAR to both matrix
and tensor factorization-based algorithms. Among the matrix
factorization-based methods, we considered the HySure [10]
and CNMF [11] methods, the FuVar [28] method, which
accounts for spectral variability, and the multiresolution
9analysis-based GLP-HS algorithm [40]. We also considered
the STEREO [16] and SCOTT [17] algorithms, which are
tensor factorization methods based on optimization and on
algebraic methods, respectively.
The real HSI and MSI, which were acquired at different
time instants but at the same spatial resolution, were pre-
processed as described in [10]. It consists in the manual
removal of water absorption and low SNR bands, followed
by the normalization of all bands of the HSI and MSI such
that the 0.999 intensity quantile corresponds to a value of 1.
Afterwards, the HSI was denoised (as described in [41]) to
yield the high-SNR reference image Z [2]. The observed
HSIs Yh were then generated from Z by applying a separable
degradation operator, with P 1 “ P 2 (a Gaussian filter with
unity variance followed by a subsampling with a decimation
factor of two1). A Gaussian noise was also added to obtain
an SNR of 30dB. The observed MSIs Ym were generated
by adding noise to the reference MSI to obtain an SNR of
40dB. The spectral response function P 3 was obtained from
calibration measurements and known a priori2.
The parameters of the algorithms were selected as
follows. We selected the ranks and regularization parameters
for HySure, CNMF and FuVar according to the original
works [10], [11], [28]. For STEREO, we selected the rank in
the interval r5, 80s which led to the best reconstruction results.
Similarly, for SCOTT and for the proposed algorithms, we
selected the spatial ranks in the intervals r10, 80s and the
spectral ranks in the interval r2, 30s, which led to the best
reconstruction results. The spatial and spectral degradation
operators (or, equivalently, the blurring kernels for HySure,
CNMF and FuVar) were assumed to be known a priori
for all methods. The BCD procedure in Algorithm 2 was
performed until the relative change in the objective function
value was smaller than 10´3. Both the interpolation and the
pseudoinverse initializations described in Section V-A4 were
considered, but only the first one (which performed better) is
shown in the visual results.
To evaluate the quality of the reconstructed images pZ , we
considered four quantitative metrics, which were previously
used in [2], [10], [28]. The first metric is the peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR), defined as
PSNRpZ, pZq “ 1
L
Lÿ
`“1
10 log10
ˆ
M1M2 EtmaxpZ:,:,`qu
}Z:,:,` ´ pZ:,:,`}2F
˙
,
where Et¨u denotes the expectation operator.
The second metric is the Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM):
SAMpZ, pZq “ 1
M1M2
ÿ
n,m
cos´1
ˆ ZJ:,n,m pZ:,n,m
}Z:,n,m}2} pZ:,n,m}2
˙
.
The ERGAS [42] metric provides a global statistical
measure of the quality of the fused data, and is defined as:
ERGASpZ, pZq “ M1M2
N1N2
gffe104
Lh
Lhÿ
`“1
}Z:,:,` ´ pZ:,:,`}2F
p1JZ:,:,`1{pM1M2qq2 .
1Details on how to construct P 1 and P 2 can be found in [17].
2Available for download here.
The last metric is the average of the bandwise UIQI [43],
which evaluates image distortions caused by loss of
correlation and by luminance and contrast distortion, with
value approaching one as pZ approaches Z .
We also evaluate the reconstructed images visually, by
displaying true- and pseudo-color representations of the visual
and infrared spectra of pZ (corresponding to the wavelengths
0.45, 0.56 and 0.66 µm, and 0.80, 1.50 and 2.20 µm,
respectively). Due to space limitations, we only display the
results of FuVar, STEREO, SCOTT, CT-STAR and CB-STAR,
since these are the methods which performed best, and the
ones which were conceptually closest to our approach. The
spectrally degraded additive factors P3ppΨq estimated by
CT-STAR and CB-STAR are also evaluated visually, through
pseudo-color representations of its visible and infrared
spectra, and by the norm (over all bands) of each of its pixels.
Table I
RESULTS - SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE (“RK” STANDS FOR “RANKS”)
Algorithm SAM ERGAS PSNR UIQI time
HySure 0.67 21.32 9.3 0.65 5.94
CNMF 0.97 7.59 22.84 0.81 16.4
GLPHS 0.82 4.26 27.81 0.94 7.19
FuVar 0.98 6.7 23.86 0.89 98.4
STEREO 2.65 11.5 18.48 0.78 0.59
SCOTT 0.6 7.33 21.89 0.94 0.05
CT-STAR, rk:p5, 5, 3q, p3, 3, 2q 0.56 0.65 44.69 1 0.09
CT-STAR, rk:p10, 10, 5q, p5, 5, 3q 0.54 0.62 45.05 1 0.12
CT-STAR, rk:p20, 20, 7q, p7, 7, 3q 1.12 1.22 39.5 1 0.24
CB-STAR, rk:p5, 5, 3q, p3, 3, 2q 0.58 0.64 44.98 1 0.29
CB-STAR, rk:p10, 10, 5q, p5, 5, 3q 0.51 0.57 45.99 1 0.44
CB-STAR, rk:p20, 20, 7q, p7, 7, 3q 1.56 1.65 37.31 0.99 1.12
B. Example – Synthetic data
To evaluate the algorithms in a controlled scenario, we first
considered a simulation with synthetic data. The tensors Z and
Ψ, of dimensions 100ˆ 100ˆ 200, were generated following
the Tucker model, with uniformly distributed entries on the
interval r0, 1s and ranks p10, 10, 5q and p5, 5, 3q, respectively.
The spectral response function P 3 P R10ˆ200 was constructed
by uniformly averaging groups of 20 bands, and the rest of the
simulation setup was the same as described in Section VI-A.
For this experiment, we initialized CB-STAR with the results
of CT-STAR. The ranks of STEREO and SCOTT were 50
and p60, 60, 5q, respectively, and the proposed methods were
run with three different ranks, indicated in Table I.
The results in Table I show that the proposed methods
yielded significant improvements when compared to the other
algorithms, which is expected since this dataset was generated
according to the model (16)–(17). Moreover, the performance
of both CT-STAR and CB-STAR as a function of the ranks was
similar, with the best results when the rank was the same as the
ground truth, but with similar performance when the rank was
underestimated. When the selected rank was overestimated,
the performance of the proposed methods degraded more
sharply (with a more prominent decrease for CB-STAR),
indicating that the ranks should not be much greater than the
true values in order to obtain the best performance.
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Lake Isabella Lockwood
Figure 1. Hyperspectral and multispectral images with a small acquisition
time difference used in the experiments.
Ivanpah Playa Lake Tahoe A Lake Tahoe B
Figure 2. Hyperspectral and multispectral images with a large acquisition
time difference used in the experiments.
C. Example – Real data
In this example, we evaluated the algorithms using real
HS and MS images acquired at different time instants, thus
presenting different acquisition and seasonal conditions. The
reference hyperspectral and multispectral images, with a pixel
size of 20 m, acquired by the AVIRIS and by the Sentinel-2A
instruments, respectively, were originally considered in [28].
Four sets of image pairs were available. Two of which
contained images acquired less than three months apart (thus
containing moderate variability). The other two contained
images acquired with a time difference of more than one year
(thus containing more significant variability). The HSI and
MSI contained Lh “ 173 and Lm “ 10 bands, respectively.
The selected ranks for the tensor-based methods are shown
in Table II.
Table II
RANKS OF THE TENSOR-BASED ALGORITHMS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS
CT-STAR: CB-STAR: SCOTT: STEREO:
KZ ,KΨ KZ ,KΨ K F
Lockwood p30, 30, 8q,p3, 3, 2q
p70, 70, 5q,
p40, 40, 3q p60, 60, 5q 50
Lake Isabella p30, 30, 8q,p3, 3, 2q
p50, 50, 5q,
p40, 40, 3q p60, 60, 5q 50
Lake Tahoe p30, 30, 10q,p3, 3, 1q
p35, 35, 9q,
p50, 50, 4q p40, 40, 7q 30
Ivanpah Playa p16, 16, 8q,p3, 3, 2q
p40, 40, 4q,
p40, 40, 5q p30, 30, 30q 10
1) Moderate variability: The first pair of images considered
in this example contained 80 ˆ 80 pixels and were acquired
over the region surrounding Lake Isabella, on 2018-06-27 and
on 2018-08-27. The second pair of images contained 80ˆ100
pixels and was acquired near Lockwood, on 2018-08-20 and
on 2018-10-19. A true color representation of the HSI and
MSI for this example can be seen in Fig. 1. Due to the
relatively small difference between the acquisition dates of
both images, the HSI and MSI look similar. However, there
are slight differences between them, as seen in the overall
color hue of the images and in the upper right part of the
Lake Isabella HSI. The quantitative performance metrics of
all algorithms are shown in Tables III and IV, while the
reconstructed images are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
Table III
RESULTS - LOCKWOOD
Algorithm SAM ERGAS PSNR UIQI time
HySure 3.38 7.79 23.65 0.88 4.63
CNMF 2.57 5.64 27.6 0.89 8.83
GLPHS 2.57 5.32 28.39 0.91 4.74
FuVar 2.37 4.29 30.59 0.95 218
STEREO 3.49 5.51 28.72 0.93 1.14
SCOTT 2.52 4.91 29.93 0.95 0.18
CT-STAR 2.96 5.25 28.36 0.92 1.82
CB-STAR, init=interp 2.19 4.35 31.47 0.96 18.8
CB-STAR, init=pseudoinv 2.22 4.34 31.41 0.96 17.98
Table IV
RESULTS - ISABELLA LAKE
Algorithm SAM ERGAS PSNR UIQI time
HySure 2.41 8.97 21.19 0.73 3.52
CNMF 1.85 6.02 26.36 0.84 6.72
GLPHS 2 4.69 29.33 0.92 3.83
FuVar 1.73 3.65 32.28 0.97 197.95
STEREO 3.22 4.85 30.86 0.95 1.02
SCOTT 2.36 4.68 30.76 0.96 0.16
CT-STAR 1.83 4.47 30.56 0.94 1.83
CB-STAR, init=interp 1.38 3.72 34.42 0.98 3.25
CB-STAR, init=pseudoinv 1.51 3.9 33.86 0.97 3.25
a) Discussion: The quantitative results show that CB-
STAR achieved the overall best results for this example, out-
performing the other methods in all metrics except in ERGAS,
where it performed very similarly to FuVar (which yielded
the best results for this metric). CT-STAR, on the other hand,
performed similarly to STEREO and SCOTT, being limited by
the more stringent constraints on the image ranks. The visual
inspection of the results indicates that CB-STAR provides
reconstructions closest to the ground truth when compared to
the remaining methods. Although FuVar also provided good
results, it yielded a slightly worse representation of the road in
the left part of the Lockwood HSI, as well as more aberrations
in the color of the light-brown regions in the middle of the
Isabella Lake scene (which are not seen in the results of
CB-STAR). STEREO and SCOTT, not being able to account
for variability, yielded slight color aberrations in the recon-
structions, which are most clearly seen in the central part of
the Isabella Lake image, while CT-STAR produced significant
artifacts due to the stringent rank constraints. The estimated
factors P3ppΨq are in agreement with the localized changes
observed in Fig. 1, particularly in the upper-central area of the
Isabella Lake image pair, which is subject to local illumination
changes. The computation times of the algorithms show a
large difference between that of FuVar and those of the other
algorithms, which indicates that CB-STAR achieves better
results at a significantly smaller computational complexity.
2) Significant variability: The remaining image pairs used
in this example were acquired over the Ivanpah Playa and over
Lake Tahoe area. The Ivanpah Playa image pair contained 80ˆ
128 pixels and was acquired on 2015-10-26 and on 2017-12-
17. For the Lake Tahoe region, we considered two different im-
age pairs (“A” and “B”), both with 100ˆ80 pixels, the first one
acquired on 2014-10-04 and on 2017-10-24, and the second
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one acquired on 2014-09-19 and on 2017-10-24. A true color
representation of the HSI and MSI for this example can be seen
in Fig. 2. Due to the considerable difference between the ac-
quisition date/time of the HSI and MSI, significant differences
can be found between them. For the Ivanpah Playa images,
there are large variations between the sand colors in the central
part of the image. For the Lake Tahoe region, significant
differences are observed in both image pairs, with differences
in the color hues of the ground and of the crop circles for the
image pair A, and also a large change in the water level of the
lake in the image pair B. The quantitative performance metrics
of all algorithms are shown in Tables V, VI, and VII, while
the reconstructed images are presented in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.
Table V
RESULTS - IVANPAH PLAYA
Algorithm SAM ERGAS PSNR UIQI time
HySure 1.78 4.53 23.35 0.57 6.19
CNMF 1.24 3.22 26.65 0.78 16.36
GLPHS 1.59 3.17 26.84 0.82 5.97
FuVar 1.06 2.04 30.6 0.96 254.97
STEREO 28.17 9,840 20.43 0.61 0.74
SCOTT 35.74 385.28 11.4 0.44 0.21
CT-STAR 1.49 3.44 26.09 0.71 0.18
CB-STAR, init=interp 1.22 1.84 31.56 0.95 71.47
CB-STAR, init=pseudoinv 1.51 2.14 30.3 0.92 48.94
Table VI
RESULTS - LAKE TAHOE A
Algorithm SAM ERGAS PSNR UIQI time
HySure 11.3 13.99 17.37 0.71 4.5
CNMF 8.79 14.59 18.37 0.71 12.1
GLPHS 5.65 7.45 24.08 0.91 4.65
FuVar 3.91 4.73 27.98 0.97 270.91
STEREO 27.07 1,540 20.19 0.68 0.92
SCOTT 33.17 43,100 11.21 0.39 1.47
CT-STAR 5.41 5.25 27.25 0.96 2.88
CB-STAR, init=interp 4.25 3.78 30.1 0.98 63.71
CB-STAR, init=pseudoinv 4.7 3.94 29.67 0.98 31.6
Table VII
RESULTS - LAKE TAHOE B
Algorithm SAM ERGAS PSNR UIQI time
HySure 7.17 19.08 13.62 0.35 4.36
CNMF 8.08 14.7 16.16 0.42 12.42
GLPHS 3.61 5.58 24.57 0.86 4.53
FuVar 2.58 3.38 28.86 0.96 342.39
STEREO 28.18 6,220 19.99 0.63 0.75
SCOTT 38.45 2,960 10.87 0.31 1.42
CT-STAR 3.07 4.3 26.82 0.92 2.88
CB-STAR, init=interp 2.17 2.64 31.19 0.97 46.46
CB-STAR, init=pseudoinv 2.34 2.73 30.74 0.96 30.08
a) Discussion: The quantitative results show that
CB-STAR achieved again the overall best results for this
example, outperforming the remaining algorithms in most
metrics, except in the SAM and UIQI for the Ivanpah
Playa HSI and in the SAM of the Lake Tahoe A HSI.
Moreover, there was a stronger gap between the performance
of the methods that consider variability and the remaining
algorithms. CT-STAR, although better than STEREO and
SCOTT, performed significantly worse than CB-STAR due
to its stringent constraints on the image ranks. The visual
inspection of the results again indicates that CB-STAR
provides reconstructions closest to the ground truth when
compared to the remaining methods. Although FuVar also
provided good results, the reconstructions by CB-STAR were
closer to the ground truth, as can be observed in the color
shades of the upper part of the Ivanpah Playa image and of
the crop circles of the Lake Tahoe A image, and especially
in the overall colors in the more uniform regions containing
soil and water and vegetation in the Lake Tahoe B image.
STEREO and SCOTT, on the other hand, produced significant
artifacts in all reconstructed images. CT-STAR also produced
significant artifacts, which as in the previous example are due
to the stringent rank constraints. The estimated factors P3ppΨq
were in close agreement with the variability seen in the
scenes, notably in the sand region of the central part of the
Ivanpah Playa image (which lies at the botton of a hill), and in
the regions near the lake in the Lake Tahoe A and B images,
which undergo variations in the water level. Moreover, the
overall amplitude of the variables was significantly larger than
in the previous example, in which the differences between
the images were more moderate. The computation times of
all algorithms were similar to those observed in the previous
example, except for that of CB-STAR, which was higher since
it underwent a larger number of iterations for the data in this
example. Nonetheless, the computation times of CB-STAR
were still considerably smaller than those of FuVar.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for
multimodal (hyperspectral and multispectral) image fusion
accounting for spatially and spectrally localized changes.
We first studied the general identifiability of the considered
model, which becomes more ambiguous due to the presence
of changes. Then, assuming that the high resolution image and
the variation factors admit a Tucker decomposition, two new
algorithms were proposed – one being purely algebraic (which
was computationally more efficient), and another based on
an optimization procedure (which allowed for more relaxed
specification of the multilinear ranks). Theoretical guarantees
for the exact recovery of the high resolution image were
provided for both algorithms. The proposed optimization-
based algorithm achieved superior experimental performance
in the presence of spectral and spatial variations between the
images, while also exhibiting a smaller computational cost.
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